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About 1800 years ago, in Beihai,
China, there lived a very well
educated and well-read gentleman

named Wang Lie. Although he was
neither a government official nor a
policeman, he was very fair, understood
common sense and spread the Chinese
classics and Ru Jia (Confuscianism) to the
local people, and helped them to
understand. People respected him a great
deal, even more that the government
officials. In the small village the people
liked to go and visit him to discuss matters
and ask his advise.

On one occasion someone stole
his neighbour’s bull. In China, at that time
a bull was very important. Most people
were farmers and needed a bull to help
them plough their fields. This was very

important for the
family.

The thief
took the bull to
sell at the
market, but the owner was there and
recognised his bull and had caught him
red handed. The thief returned the bull
and said how sorry he was and promised
he would never do anything like that
again. As the village was very small, all
the people were very nice and more
forgiving, so the farmer forgave the thief
since he had got his bull back. The thief
begged the farmer, “Please do not tell
Mr Wang Lie about this. “ The farmer
agreed and took his bull home.

However, a few days later, Wang
Lie heard the story about the bull being
stolen, even though the farmer had not
said anything to him about it. Wang Lie
went to the market to buy some cloth
and sent it to the thief. After awhile,
many people heard about this and asked
why he had sent cloth to the thief as he
had stolen someone else’s property.

Wang Lie answered, “Any one can
make a mistake, this is common to all
of us. The man who stole the bull did
not want me to find out about it, this
means that he felt guilty and was sorry
for what he had done. I gave him the
cloth to encourage him to be a good
person. This would make him feel even
more regret even though I did not
confront him. It is because I already knew
he felt really sorry.”

After one year an old
man was carrying a sack full

of heavy goods on his
way home. Suddenly a
young man ran up behind
him and said, “That must
be very heavy, let me
help you.” And without
waiting for the old man
to reply he had already
taken the sack off him
and placed it on his
shoulders and started on
the way the old man was
going. Even though the

it was a long, hard and difficult road the
young man carried on without one word
of complaint, until they finally reached
the old man’s home.

The old man thanked the young
man and asked him to stay for tea.
However, the young man said he should
get going and was about to leave. The
old man said, “At least tell me your
name.” And the young man answered,
“It does not matter, my name is not
important.” And then he left.

“Someone can make
a mistake, this is

common to all of us.”
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POBox POBox POBox...
Researching the
Roots of Martial
Arts

It is with great sadness that we write to tell all
our readers that our friend and columnist J.
Reynolds Nelson passed away on Friday the 4th

of April 2003.
Our thoughts and sympathies go to all his

family, friends and students. Over the years Rey
shared many of his experiences and thoughts with the readers of Qi Magazine
and we always waited in great anticipation for the next instalment of his
Shanghai Dairy. He managed to find a balance between the new and the
old, seriousness and humour. We will not say too much here, but leave this
for his wife Ros who will share some of her memories with us in a future
issue. Next issue we will publish what will be the last of Rey’s Shanghai
Dairies and hope that you will join us and wish him well wherever he may
be. He will always be remembered with great fondness.

Some of you may be old enough
to remember the television series
made by the BBC called “The Way

of the Warrior”. This was the first time
that the martial arts was presented to a
mass, prime time audience in the UK and
it generated a great deal of interest in
all the martial arts. Although the program
was made over 20 years ago, its influence
it still felt today.

There is now another, perhaps even more exciting project that is
underway. Guandong TV of Guandong (Canton) China, is making a series
of 30 documentaries on 29 different styles of Southern Chinese Kung Fu.
The director, Yu Xiao Peng, told us that Chinese Kung Fu is a valuable part
of Chinese culture and they wanted to highlight the best aspects of it.

Yu has scoured China to film and interview all those who are regarded
as the top in their discipline and has filmed some remarkable people.

One style, which they have decided to dedicate two episodes on, is
Wing Chun. This is because Wing Chun is one of the most popular and
famous styles of Kung Fu and also because of the influence of Bruce Lee.
This of course led to the TV crew to Hong Kong where they will be featuring
Grandmaster Ip Chun (who for those who do not know is the eldest son of
Grandmaster Ip Man who was Bruce Lee’s teacher). They have been speaking
to him in depth on his father, his teaching and also his memories of Bruce.

What is also interesting, is that the program makers want to
investigate the spread of martial arts to the West and on Grandmaster Ip
Chun’s recommendation the crew has come over to the UK to visit the Tse
Qigong Centre. This is indeed a great honour as it means that the Centre
is representing Wing Chun in the west back to its homeland – China.

Whilst in the UK, they
spent two days filming
and interviewing many
of the Tse Qigong
Centre’s Wing Chun
students and came to
film the Manchester class aswell. Yu Xiao Peng
was interested in the skill of the practitioners and
also their backgrounds and why westerners were
so taken by Chinese skills. He commented on how
pleased he was to find that people were not only
interested in fighting skill, but also the cultural
heritage and philosophy that went along with it.

He also went on to say that the Centre
would be a big hit in China and that Grandmaster
Ip Chun had sent them to the right place. Once
the series has been aired in China, there are plans
to release it to other areas, so keep your eyes
peeled.

Standing Qigong
Dear Michael,

I have a question which I hope you will
answer for me. I will give the basics to my question
below. When doing standing Qigong, I noticed
that lately I found myself becoming more easily
irritated and extremely tired during the course of
the day. We recently moved house and the only
difference I can determine to my practise is that I
practised standing Qigong facing south in my old
house and in the new house I was practising facing
north. Does this make sense! I have since reverted
back to practising facing south and have found
myself more energised and actually a lot calmer
in situations. Could you please clarify/explain this
for me?
Dave
Tipperary, Ireland

Tribute to
J. Reynolds Nelson
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Upping the Immunity
Dear Dave,

There can be many reasons for
this. First, south creates fire energy which
relates with your heart and that might be
the kind of energy you need. Facing north
might not be the energy you want at this
moment. That is why you find irritated.

Another reason is because maybe
other things affect your temper. For
example, emotion, stress, physical injury
or illness can also affect your temper. The
third reason is that some people are very
sensitive for direction and the things
around them, like temperature, colours,
lighting, smells, etc. Some people are not
that sensitive. It might be any of these
three reasons or maybe a part of each
one.

The solution is to find the direction,
time and position and environment that
you feel comfortable with and then
practise in this place. Anything that makes
you feel good during practise, then stick
with that. However, when you come to a
very high level, you should be able to
practise in all kinds of circumstances and
they will not affect you.

Keep practising and trust your
sense. This is one of the Qigong levels.
Yours sincerely,
Micheal Tse

Qigong to the Max
Dear Sifu Tse,

I have been practising Tai Chi for
about 7 years, and absolutely love it. I
have varicose veins in my calves and
have been told that static Qigong might
make the problem worse. However, I
have also read that Tai Chi isn’t as
effective if you don’t practice Qigong. I’m
a little confused by all this and am eager
to find out how I might tailor my training
for maximum benefit and zero harm! I
would be very grateful for any advice.
Yours sincerely Dan P

Dear Dan,
Standing Qigong will not make the

varicose veins problem worse. In fact, it
should help it get better. The most
important thing is to listen to your body.
Do not force your body and build it up
gradually. People have this problem
because they do not use the legs often
enough or properly so the Qi becomes
stagnant in the legs. So by doing standing
and doing the tai chi regularly, it should
clear up the problem. So standing Qigong
will not make the problem worse, because
when the circulation becomes stronger,
the Qi will move more and open the
channels.

Upping the Immunity

When you practise Tai Chi properly,
then there is already some Qigong attitude
there, so you cannot separate Qigong and
Tai Chi in proper tai chi training. If you
practise Tai Chi and concentrate only on
the external movement, then, of course,
you will need Qigong to balance it out. If
you do Tai Chi properly, then there is
already a Qigong element there, i.e.
internal training. However, it is good to
do both.
Yours sincerely,
Michael Tse

Dear Sifu Tse,
I’m a 27-year-old boy from Sweden, into Tai Chi and Jeet Kun Do. My mother

has rheumatism, and now its worse than before. Sometimes, she has difficulties
with breathing and so on. Do you know some kind of treatment that could help, like
something that is not so common, but good. She has tried many things before,
some alternatives and also something that would strengthen her immune system.

Now, she breathes in something for her lungs, a few times a day, but she
needs something that strengthens her. She has often problem with eating, too. She
cannot do so much right now except lying down, which is most of the time. Hope to
get some answers...that would be good! Thanks for a good magazine.
Dick

Dear Dick,
Thank you for your letter. You are a good son to worry and take care of your

mother. I know many people who suffer from the same problem as your mum. To
strengthen the immune system is right and you do this by making the Qi stronger.

When Qi is strong, then all the channels will be opened and the person will
have good energy. Rheumatism happens when the Qi becomes blocked and so all the
toxins and dampness will start to build up in the joints. This makes them uncomfortable
and stiff to move. They may ache or have pain and swelling. The way to get rid of this
is to create heat in the joints.
Yours sincerely
Michael Tse

“You cannot separate
Qigong and Taiji in proper
Taiji training”
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Singular Training
Hello,

What is the best method of
training (Wing Chun) without a partner?
Is it possible to become good without a
partner? Because I only attend
class once a week and none
of the participants want to
train with me outside of the
class. Have you got any
suggestions?
Thanks Christian

Dear Christian,
Though you can train

without a partner you will not
be able to reach a very high
level, but you will miss
sensitivity. Sensitivity is a very
important part in Wing Chun
training. It is the same if
someone learns a foreign
language. Will they be good
if they never use it to
communicate with someone
else? So, of course, it is better
to train Chi Sau with as many
people and as often as
possible for your skill to be
really good.

However, if you do not
have anyone to train with at
this moment, then train your
forms and weapons to develop
accuracy of the movement. Just do not
develop too much strength, otherwise,
your Chi Sau will not
be that good.
With kind regards,
Michael Tse

Hard
Times
Hello,

I’m very
interested in Hard
Qigong. I am also
curious about some
experiences I’ve had meditating. It
involves intense vibration and heat in my
arms and legs and even my stomach,
sometimes followed by an intense energy
rush. Is this Hard Qigong? If so, how
do I use it?
Randy Keefer

Dear Randy
No, this is not Hard Qigong. It is

just a reaction of the Qi. Hard Qigong is
to develop the strength and power

through Qi development on the external
body. For soft Qigong, the most important
is to be healthy and store the Qi. Heat,
tingling are just physical signs of Qi and
should not be taken so seriously.
Otherwise, you will think so much about

creating these sensations, that you will
not reach a high level for your meditation.

The idea should be to let go and let
everything happen naturally.
Yours sincerely,
Michael Tse

Student Questions:
Q. Recently in a seminar, two of

my students asked me about practising
in a graveyard which is located in a
secluded and also very spiritual valley
which looks out over the sea. They asked

if this was a good place to practise their
Qigong.

A. Practising around a cemetary
will draw the Yin energy. It will make you
cold and damp inside. It can also affect
your thinking. I generally do not

recommend to do this. If you believe
in spirits, then you will understand that
they will like to enjoy your energy when
you practise as it is Yang. However,
some people will still like to practise
here because it is generally a quiet and
nice scenery area. If you decide to
practise in a cemetary, then you should
be strong and able to afford to lose
some of your Yang energy and also to
take on the Yin energy.

Q. Is it okay to practise near a
pond that does not have any moving
water and is not so clean?

A. If you study the Yijing, a
pond equals a lake and in this gua
relates to the organ of large intestine.
In addition water relates to the kidneys.
So if you practise by a good
environment lake, then it will benefit
these organs. However, if the water is
not clean, then it means no good for
those organs, so you should choose a
better place to practise.

No Names
Dear Michael,

I have learned Chen Tai Chi with
only the help of a video tape.
Unfortunately, it does not give me the

name of the different moves
in English. Could you

advise me on
how to obtain
such an
information.

K i n d
regards.
B. D. Csete

Dear B.D
T h a n k

you for your
inquiry. There are many different styles of
Taijiquan as well as many different forms
within each style. The best would be to
write to the producer of the video tape
and ask them. Failing this, try to locate a
book with that style taijiquan and that
particular form. You can do this through
searching on the internet I am sure. I
hope you find what you need.
Best wishes,
Michael Tse

“Hard Qigong is to
develop the strength and
power through Qi.”
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Hawaii Yijing
Seminar - Feb

The Yijing is a fascinating but also
a huge topic. It is a book of philosophy
which has helped guide both ordinary
people and Emperors and generals on a
course of action or to know the outcome
of a particular situation. Although people
were at first a bit surprised by the charts,
they soon caught on and began to ask
lots of questions. By the end of the
seminar, everyone was trying to make
their own Guas. One of the students
asked the question of whether or not
America would go to war. After he threw
the coins, Sifu read the outcome and said

that, yes, they would. We all know this
happened and so shows that there is a
lot of accuracy in the predicting powers
of the Yijing.

Sweden Hard Qigong &
Jade Pillar Gong – March

The weekend was a long and very
busy one, commencing with a Hard
Qigong Level I exam in which everyone
worked very hard to pass the exam. The
one lady on the course said that the Hard
Qigong had made such a difference in
her health, making her have more
energy and stamina. She enjoyed it very
much. The course was followed by a
Qigong Introduction and demonstration
then was followed over the next two days
by the Jade Pillar Gong course.

Someone on the course asked
why she had difficulty remembering the
movements this time, when usually she
no problems with the Qigong. This was
because she had a lot of worries and
thinking for her work and so her mind
was already full up. However, with more
meditation, then her mind will calm down
and she will relax more. She still needs
to learn to let go more and then, no
matter what the situation, either bad or
good, her emotions will not be so
affected. When we worry, we lose energy
and so we can easily feel tired.

London Bat Jaam Dao
Seminar – March

Wing Chun kung fu only consists
of 2 weapons namely the pole and the
knives. The one day Bat Jaam Dao (Wing
Chun Knives) seminar in March was well
attended. The seminar began with a brief
introduction focusing on the anatomy of
the knives. A good pair of knives has the
blade widening from 2.5 inches at the
handle to 3 inches towards the point. This
extra weight towards the point allows the
proper chopping action of the knives and
trains the wrists and arms.

Some were continuing on from
previous seminars while others were

beginners. Applications
were practised on old
pieces of wood. Most of
the questions centred
around which leg should
be used with a particular
technique. A technique
is only successful if you
support it by using your
whole body. For example
if you block or strike in

one direction, but your body moves in a
different direction, then your technique
will neither be stable or strong.

Norwich Chen Taiji
Sword – April

It was a very interesting day with
more than 17 people waving swords
about, which was quite a challenge when
doing corrections as swords had to be
dodged from all directions! Everyone said
they enjoyed the course and the lightness
and the smooth energy of the sword
surprised many.

One of the students, Mollie, had
never done any Chen before but she just
treated it like Qigong and she did very
well. By the end of the second day, her

coordination and balance had improved
a lot. For those who wished they could
still learn this form, Qigong or Chen
students alike, you can still have a chance
to take part in the 11/12 October
seminar this autumn, when there will be
two groups, beginners and those carrying
on.

London Swimming
Dragon – April

This polishing course was for those
who had already completed the form but
wanted to learn the movements and
principles in greater depth. Over the two
day course, the familiar refrain of “Sink
Down” for movements like Fostering the
Qi in a Circle and White Crane tests the
Water, became the theme for the
weekend.

Many people have difficulty with
a stance called Bow Stance or variations
of it, which is a common stance not only
in Swimming Dragon. This stance is very
important for the body as you will either
have the weight on the front leg or all
on the back leg. However,today we do
not use our legs as much and so they
are weaker, which in turn affects the
energy of the kidneys. This stance will
also help to develop internal heat and
strength as well as develop the bones
and marrow and create strong Qi in the
body. On the course, when everyone
was polished, they said that could feel
the difference immediately, even though
when they had to hold the posture for a
minute, a few groans were heard.

Seminars are a very part of
learning because there is a lot more time
to answer questions and discuss the
philosophy of that form and Chinese
culture in a relaxed atmosphere. One
student commented that she now
understood how important seminars were
for deepening one’s knowledge.

News::::: Demos & SeminarsNews::::: Demos & SeminarsNews::::: Demos & Seminars

“Seminars are a very
important as there is a

lot more time to
answer questions.”
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Good Things

Kindness from a
Stranger
The summer I was 16, my boyfriend and
I worked in the bread factory for a couple
of months, then went travelling all round
England, Wales and Scotland for three
months. It was mostly fun, and we had
a good time seeing all the bits of the
country we hadn’t been to, and met lots
of interesting people. We were hitch-
hiking everywhere, with a tent and
backpacks. By the time we got to
Inverness, the weather was beginning to
turn nasty, and we camped at the
Municipal campsite as the rain was just
beginning to come down hard. We set
up our tiny tent and crawled inside, made
a cup of tea and went to sleep. And it
rained all night.

In the morning, I woke up to see
sunlight coming through the nylon, and
unzipped the door of the tent. The three
or four inches of water outside the tent
came rushing over the groundsheet, and
filled everything. It was very cold, and
extremely unpleasant, and absolutely
everything was wet, all the clothes and
the breakfast and the bedding and
everything. We climbed out and swore
a bit, and picked all our stuff up and
dragged it to the higher ground at the
edge of the campsite. Then we put
everything into the bags and squelched
up onto the road to look for a
launderette, dry clothes and some
breakfast. We were right on the edge of
town and it was about 6:30 on a Sunday-
not a good time to look for open shops
in Scotland. As we stood shivering and
wondering what to do, a car pulled up
and a pleasant voice said “My, you do
look wet!” We explained what had
happened, and that, just to crown
everything, it was my birthday. The
middle-aged couple in the car were a
small miracle. They took us back to their
spotless house, found clean clothes and
a hot bath, put everything we owned
through the washer and dryer, and
cooked a most magnificent breakfast-
porridge, bacon and eggs, toast, tea,
more toast, more tea. When everything
was dry, they helped us pack our bags
again and gave us a lift to the main road
to carry on our journey. When I asked if
we could repay their time and trouble,
they said that they had children a little

older, away at University, and that they
just hoped that someone would be good
to them in their turn.

I hope I’ve repaid them one way
or another, many times, and I hope their
children have found good things in the
houses of strangers, too.

Helen Howes

The Gift of Giving
I have always taken my life for granted,
never thinking about trials and
tribulations that could be ahead. Well,
the hard times are now upon my husband
and me. My husband now has a terminal
illness, is almost completely helpless and
is getting dementia also. During this
time, in addition to our family, so many
of our friends are here for us. They
appear on our doorstep offering their
help. They come when I need them to
sit with my husband. They pick up
groceries and medications for me and
even bring meals, but more importantly,
they sit with us and just talk.

The other day I had a flat tire.
One neighbour took the tire and had it
fixed. No one expects any compensation,
nor will they accept any, though from
time to time, they will accept small tokens
of our appreciation. All these people
have helped my husband and I so much.
They never say “no”, and they never
question. They are just there. Never
again will I take anything for granted,
but, most of all, I will be there for others
when they need me. I have discovered
that these kinds of debts CAN be repaid
by giving and doing for others when they
need me. I can pass these precious gifts
on - the gifts of giving, of love and of
kindness.

By Jennie Cunningha

Good Things to ShareGood Things to Share

“Send Yours”
Have you ever been the recipient of a
kind deed? Had someone help in times
of trouble? Do you have an inspiring
thought that may brighten someone
else's day? Please send either by post or
email to the address in the front of the
magazine. Mark 'Attention-Good
Things To Share".

m

A few days later, the old man was
preparing a beautiful sword as a present
for a friend of his. He then set off to
give it to his friend. After he had been
walking for a while he checked the box
the sword was in and suddenly found that
the sword was missing! The box had
broken and the sword had fallen out on
the way. The old man knew that at his
age he was getting careless. So he started
to walk back hoping that he would be
able to find it, it would be a pity to lose
such a beautiful sword. As he walked,
he saw a young man in the distance
holding a sword, which looked like the
one he had lost.

As he got closer, he realised it was
the young man who had helped him carry
his things home, and when he looked at
the sword he realised it was indeed his.

The young man said, “I have been
waiting for quite a while, is this sword
yours?” the old man replied, “yes” and
the young man handed it to him. The
old man thanked him and said, “This time
you must tell me your name.” After asking
him so many times, the young man
finally told him his name, and then said
his goodbyes and left.

The old man thought, “We have
such a good person in the village, but
no one seems to know about him. I must
tell Wang Lie.”

When the old man told Wang Lie
about the young man helping him carry
his things home and waiting for him to
give him back his beautiful sword, Wang
Lie was very surprised. “You are right, “
he said, “How come we do not know we
have such a good young man in our
village?” So he went round passing his
name, asking for if anyone new him.
After a while he found someone who
knew him and he told Wang Lie where
he lived and what he did for a living.

Wang Lie smiled. The young man
was the thief who had stolen the bull! “I
knew he would change to be a good
man.” He said.

We all make mistakes, criticism
and punishment is not always the best
way. If people can be made to feel guilt
in their heart, then a bad person can
change to become good. Of course it
may take time and some patience, but
if you just expose their mistakes, it might
not give them any way space to refelct
and might eventually make things worse.



Chan and Ma were just finishing their practise. Their teacher had been
working them quite hard, but was pleased with how they were progressing. “Come
and sit down,” he said to them, “Do you have any questions?” he asked them.

They both hated it when Sifu said
that, as they could never think of
any questions when he asked, but

they always had some afterwards. “No?”
he mused, “Ok I will ask you a question
instead.” They both looked at each other,
as they knew this meant something
interesting was coming. “Do you ever
disagree with anything I have taught
you?”

“What do you mean Sifu?”
asked Chan. “Well for example, I
may teach you to do something
one way, but you might think that
you can do it another way?” he
looked at them and smiled.

Ma said, “Sifu how can we
disagree with you when we do not
know more than you.” Sifu
nodded and then said, “But how
do you know what I teach you will
work?”

“Sifu,” said Chan, “You
would not teach it to us if it did
not.” Replied Chan.

Sifu smiled again, “I
remember when my teacher, your
Sigong, asked me the exact same
question and do you know I
answered very much the same to
him and can you guess what he
said to me?” Chan and Ma looked
at each other again and shrugged.
“He said, don’t believe everything I
tell you.”

“But Sifu, surely Sigong would
not have told you anything that was not
true?” asked Chan. “No, of course he
wouldn’t” Sifu replied, “but that is not
the point.” Ma shook his head, “I don’t
understand?” said Ma. “Let me tell you
a story that might help,” said their
teacher.

“Long ago there were two farmers
who lived next to each other at the foot
of a high mountain. The mountain was
so high that you could not see the top.
In fact the top of the mountain went up
through the clouds and was never in
view. Many people had tried to climb to
the top but failed and because of this
people became superstitious about the
mountain.”

“Both farmers disagreed with each
other as to what was at the top. One
said that it went all they way up to

heaven and was guarded and this was
why no one had ever managed to climb
to the top. The other said that the
mountaintop was just above the clouds
and that if you could find a way over the
mountain to the other side, there would
be a lush fertile land that was perfect for
farming.”

“Each farmer had a son and each
had taught them everything they knew
about farming, how to live off the land,
and also their beliefs about the
mountain. Although they were very good
friends, they could not decide who’s father
was right. So one day they decided to
find out.”

“They prepared everything they
needed for their climb and early one
morning they set off. All they left behind
was the same note to their fathers. It
read “Dear Father. I have decided to
find out what is at the top of the
mountain. Please don’t worry about me,
you have taught me well. I have gone
to prove that you are right.” Both farmers
ran to the mountain calling his son to

come back, but
unfortunately they had set
off long before the notes
were discovered.”

“So what did they
find?” asked Chan, “I don’t
know.” their Sifu said, “but
do you understand what
the story means?” They

shook their heads, “No
one knows what is at the top of the
mountain as no one has ever been
there. This is like our skill. Anyone
who has a high level always knows
there is more to learn, and so
higher to climb. This means no
one has ever got to the top where
you can go no higher. You are like
the two boys. You have an idea
what is at the top, but you cannot
really know. All you know is what
you have been told and what you
can see. So you go up the
mountain to prove what you have
been told is what you will see. I
have also been climbing the
mountain to prove what Sigong
told me is what I see, but unless I
see it for myself, I cannot really say
I know.”

“So what you mean is,” said
Chan, “ We have to prove that you
are right, not because what you are
telling us is wrong, but unless we
experience it for ourselves, it is not
real and might as well be

superstition.” Ma added, “And each
generation that climbs the mountain will

go a little higher and see more.”
“Exactly,” replied Sifu, “How you

measure a good teacher is how good his
or her students are. This is because it is
only they who can prove whether the
teacher was truly right. When you have
proven it to yourself and convinced
yourself, you will be confident in your
skill. I had a good teacher and I have
been trying to prove he was right. I think
I have done a good job, but only you
can prove that I am right. Do you
understand?”

Chan and Ma both nodded. “Any
questions?” asked their teacher, and do
you know what? They still could not think
of any
by Darr yl Moy. darr yl@qimagaz ine.com
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Swords- Part IIISwords- Part III

The Chinese broadsword blade is completely different to that of the
straight sword. It is only edged on the one side. The back of the blade is
thicker than the cutting edge and this is what gives it its robustness.

The broadsword will also be a little
wider near the sharp end so that
when swung it can be a little tip

weighted to give momentum when
hacking or chopping. The width of the
blade in the broadsword means that it
does not have quite the extreme stresses
of the narrower straight sword and
consequently does not need the same
degree of skill in manufacture. This is one
of the reasons why the Chinese
broadsword rather than the straight
sword was the common military and
police weapon.

The broadsword, however, does
require some of the same properties as
the straight sword. It needs a good spring
steel temper so that it holds its shape,
but can flex and it should also have a
harder temper along the edge. Again the
basic cross sectional ‘wedge’ shape will
help the smith achieve this. This shape
also helps keep the sword blade light
enough so that it can be balanced by
the pommel and light enough to be a
one handed weapon.

All swords have a number of
Dantians, or centres. The most important
is its centre of gravity. A good sword will
have its centre of gravity no more than
a couple of inches into the blade. Slight
variations are a question of personal taste
and preference, but if the sword is either
too heavily point or pommel weighted it
will be unweildy. Heavy point weighting
will make it tiring to use the sword and
will also make accurate control difficult,
although it would give more power to
the delivery of cuts.

The second Dantian or centre has
already been mentioned - the point of
percussion. This is usually a few inches
down from the tip and is the optimum
cutting area of the sword. With the
broadsword this area is relatively easy
to define because the blade is wider in
this part giving an additional weighting
to the point. With the straight sword
some cutting practice is necessary to
learn how to gauge the point of
percussion.

The other centres that are
particularly important to the handling of

a sword are the centres of vibration.
When you hit something hard with a
sword (or any piece of metal) a shock
wave travels along the blade. The handle
will absorb some of this but not all. The

shock wave causes the blade to flex a
little like a sine wave. If you hit the flat
of the blade you will see that some parts
oscillate and others form relatively still
nodes. It is important that one of the
centres of vibration is in the handle so
that when you strike something hard the
vibration does not just pop the sword out
of your grip.

The different shapes of the
broadsword blade and straight sword
blade lend themselves to different
techniques and different uses. The curved
broadsword is a hacking and cutting
weapon. It is relatively cheap and easy

to learn to use. This makes it an ideal
military weapon. A good straight sword
is far more expensive and difficult to
learn, which is why it is the weapon of a
gentleman or a scholar. It is also a

thrusting weapon,
which makes it more
suitable for duelling
in the battlefield. In
a duel you usually
only have one
opponent, which
makes a thrust a
reasonably safe
technique. If your
sword is stuck in your
opponent from a
thrust, it will usually
break their
concentration and
restrict their
movement while
your weapon is tied
up, however, on the
battlefield this would
momentarily prevent
you cutting or
parrying and leave
you vulnerable.

These are just
simple examples of
the differences
between the
Chinese dragon
sword and the
Chinese broadsword.
They give some
indication of the

various uses of the weapons, their
strengths and merits. The different styles,
forms and techniques of these weapons
stem from these basic differences of
construction. However, great these
differences may seem, they are
insignificant when compared to the
shared basic principles of line. The line is
fundamental to any proper weapon and
no martial artist can expect to have any
competence without understanding line,
being able to control a weapon and being
able to hold a line with their weapon

by Glenn Gossling.
gle nn@qimagaz ine . com
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Books & Videos by Michael TseBooks & Videos by Michael Tse

Qi Journeys Volume I
by Michael Tse
A selection of collected stories brings the reader to
a better understanding of the Chinese internal arts
and culture. Easy to read stories on Qigong, Life in
general, Martial Arts, Feng Shui, Teacher/Student
relationships as well as Philosophy.
For anyone who likes a good story, particularly
those interested in Chinese culture.
UK £9.95 / Europe £11.45
USA $15.95 / Worldwide £12.45

Grandmaster Ip Chun -
Wing Chun Wooden Dummy
Seminar Vol 1, 2
In this unique set of videos, Grandmaster Ip
Chun teaches the entire Wing Chun Wooden
Dummy form. He shows each movement in
great detail, highlights the most important
aspects, gives applications and also relates
everything to every stage in Wing Chun training.
Required viewing for all Wing Chun and Martial
Arts enthusiasts. A special insight into this
advanced stage of Wing Chun training and
energy and vitality of Grandmaster Ip Chun.

UK £29.95 per vol
£54.95 for the set
Europe £31.45 per vol
£56.45 for the set
World £32.45 per vol
£57.45 for the set

Meditate
by Michael Tse
The benefitsof meditation are many, you can reduce
stress, relax your mind and body, and help energise
your body. In this tape Michael Tse teaches you
how to relax and start to enjoy meditation.
Meditation postures are taught, so all you need to
do is pick the most comfortable one, listen to the
tape and relax.
UK £8.95 / Europe £10.45
USA $13.95 / Worldwide £11.45

Balancing Gong
by Michael Tse
The long awaited video by Master Michael Tse.
This video shows the Balancing Gong set of
exercises. These are simple yet very effective
exercises which are good for your neck,
shoulders, spine and hips. This is an excellent
companion to Michael’s very popular book
“Qigong for Health & Vitality” and a good
introduction to Qigong.
UK £20.95 / Europe £22.45
USA $25.95 / Worldwide £23.45

Qi Journeys Volume II
by Michael Tse
Another selection of collected stories from Sifu
Michael Tse covering many different aspects of
Chinese culture, from Qigong, Martial Arts to
Feng Shui. There is something for everyone. If
you enjoyed Volume I, you will love Volume II.
This also includes selections from past PO Box
letter, questions and answers concerning many
different things.

UK £9.95/ Europe £11.45
USA $15.95 / Worldwide £12.45

Wing Chun TraditionalChinese
Kung Fu for Self Defence &
Health
by Grandmaster Ip Chun & Michael Tse
Grandmaster Ip Chun performs the first form of
Wing Chun. He explains the concepts of training
the elbow, Gong Lik & Fa Ging. There are
applications of all the movements & separate
sections on Qigong training & women’s self
defence.
UK £15.95 / Europe £17.45
USA $19.95 / Worldwide £18.45

Qigong for Health & Vitality
by Michael Tse
In this his first official book, Michael Tse gives a
very clear and readable introduction to Qigong and
gives a very detailed description of the 18Movement
Taiji Qigong and Balancing Gong exercises. This
is an excellent introduction to the topic of Qigong.
UK £15.95 / Europe £17.45
USA $19.95 / Worldwide £18.45

Wild Goose Qigong
1st 64 Movements
by Michael Tse
Wild Goose Qigong is one of the most famous
styles of Qigong. Michael Tse is a close student
of many years of Grandmaster Yang, the
inheritor of this profound skill, and is only one
of a few who has been authorised to teach her
legacy. No other book in the West has been
written in such depth or understanding of this
subject.
UK £15.95 / Europe £17.45
USA $19.95 / Worldwide £18.45

Please send your orders to:
UK /Europe/World:
Tse Qigong Centre PO Box 59 Altrincham,
WA15 8FS, UK. Tel. 0161 929 4485, Fax. 0161 929 4489.
USA & Canada only :
Tse Qigong Centre PO Box 15807 Honolulu,
HI 96830 UK. Tel. (808) 528 8501, Fax. (520) 441 6578. www.qimagazine.com

PAL UK format only
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Having covered many ailments over the years that can be treated by Chinese
medicine, I thought it would be a good idea to focus on individual herbs that are
commonly found in the English countryside and gardens. You may be surprised by how
useful they can be!

Dang Gui is one of the most widely
used herbs in the Chinese herbal
medicine materia medica. ‘Dang’

means ‘should’, and ‘Gui’ means ‘come
back’. In the old days in China, when
men had to go to the army for long
periods of time, they invariably lost
contact with their families. Naturally, the
mothers and wives would get very
worried and anxious about their missing
sons and husbands. In terms of Traditional
Chinese Medicine (TCM), a lot of
emotional problems affect the Liver’s
function, resulting in Liver Qi stagnation.
TCM says ‘Qi is the commander of blood,
but blood is the mother of Qi’.

Liver Qi stagnation can then cause
various disharmonies between Qi and
Blood. These are commonly manifested
in gynecological problems, such as
irregular periods, dysmennorhea,
infertility, PMT and menopause.

Dang Gui is sweet, pungent and
bitter in flavour, and warm in property.
Because it has the function of tonifying
the blood, promoting blood circulation
and regulating menstruation, it is used
in treating most gynecological disorders.
No wonder that in China it is commonly
referred to as ‘a women’s herb for
women’s problems’.

Dang Gui is not only available
from Chinese Medicine clinics, but can
also be obtained from general health
food shops. Some women may take it
to improve general health, or to treat
specific problems. It is important to
remember that while Dang Gui can be
very helpful for many women, it should
still be taken according to individual body
constitutions. Due to it’s pungent and
warm nature, it is suitable for any cold
condition. However, if you suffer from
hot flushes or PMT due to Kidney Yin
deficiency and Liver Yang rising, taking
Dang Gui may make your condition
worse.

I’ll give you an example: A lady,
36 years old, was suffering from PMT on

a regular basis. Every month,
one week before her
period started, she
experienced hot flushes,
stress and anger,
headaches, abdominal
distension and breast
tenderness. She went to a
health food shop and bought
some Dang Gui in an effort to
relieve her symptoms. After 3
months, her condition had actually
worsened; she started getting
palpitations, night sweats and insomnia.

When
she came to
see me, I
immediately
looked at
her tongue.
It was red
with heat
spots, had
slight cracks
all over and
no coating.
Her pulse
was rapid
and taut.
The TCM diagnosis was Kidney Yin
deficiency with Liver Yang Rising. I asked
her to stop taking the Dang Gui and
prescribed 2 Chinese herbal tablets
called Qi Ju Di Huang Wan and Jia Wei
Xiao Yao Wan (8 tablets, 3 times a day).
She began to feel a lot better with these
two patents. By the second month, her
PMT syndrome was almost gone, and she
felt happier and more energetic.

As I mentioned earlier, cold and
deficient body types will greatly benefit
from using Dang Gui. For women with
low energy, pale complexion, dizziness,
cold hands and feet with poor circulation,
with a pink or pale tongue and thin white
coating, Dang Gui is one of the first
choices.

As you may know, Dang Gui is
the root of the Chinese Angelica plant.

The main root body is more for tonifying
the blood, while the tip of the root (called
Dang Gui Wei) is used to promote blood
circulation.

Dang Gui can be used in its dried
form, as a concentrated herbal powder
or even made into pills (wan). I prescribe
Dang Gui Wan not only for many
gyneacological complaints, such as
irregular menstruation but also for
Raynard’s syndrome and arthritis.

Dang Gui is mainly grown in Gan
Su, Si Chuan and Yuan Nan provinces in
China. Every year, 100 tonnes of Dang
Gui is imported from China to Britain
alone. Perhaps we should start growing
larger quantities of Dang Gui here in the
West. The plant is not only extremely
useful, but has attractive, pleasant
smelling flowers

by Shulan Tang.
Shu lan@qimagaz ine . com
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Dang Gui
Chinese Angelica
Dang Gui
Chinese Angelica

A Beginner’s Guide to Chinese Herbs

“Dang Gui
can be used
in its dried form or
even made into pills”

“Dang Gui
can be used
in its dried form or
even made into pills”
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Yintang

Dicang

Sibai

Lao Zi was a thinker
during the Spring and Autumn
period (770- 476 B.C.) in
China, and the founder of
Taoism. Legend has it that he
worked out a set of exercises
for invigorating the cerebral
function. The following is a
description of the set of
exercises sorted out by people
of later generations:

(1) Open the Yintang acupoint: Yintang
is located at the mid- point between
the eyebrows. Use the tips of the
thumbs to rub the temples several
times and then use the cushion of
the middle fingers to rub the Yintang
acupoint 16 times. (Fig.1)

(2) Rub the eyes: Rub the eye sockets
and their surroundings 16 times
simultaneously with the forefinger
tips. (Fig.2)

(3) Push the Dicang acupoints: Dicang
are located about 1.5 cm from the
corners of the mouth. When doing
this exercise, open the mouth slightly
and use the thumb tips to press and
push Dicang 16 times. (Fig.3)

(4) Point-press the Sibai acupoints: Sibai
are located about 1.5 cm under both
eye sockets. Use the forefinger tips
to point- press the Sibai from
bottom upward 16 times. (Fig. 4)

(5) Rub the nose: Use the thenars of
both hands to rub the nose 16 times.
(Fig.5)

(6) Rub the neck: Place both palms on
both sides of the neck and rub the
neck from above downward 16
times. (Fig.6)

(7) Wash the face like a cat: Use both
palms to rub the face 16 times.
(Fig.7)

(8) Comb the hair: Separate the fingers
and rub the head from the forehead
to the back of the head. Run the
finger tips through the hair to
massage the major tendons and

blood vessels on the head. Comb
in this way 16 times. (Fig.8)

(9) Sound the celestial drum: Use both
palms to cover the ears, with the
thumbs and middle fingers joining
together to snap the Fengchi
acupoints below the occipital bone
16 times. After finishing these 9
exercises, use both palms to press
tight the ears for a moment, and
then take them off with force.
Repeat 3- 5 times, and the whole
set is complete.

Lao Zi’s Brain Exercises

Fig.1 Fig.2 Fig.3 Fig.4

Fig.5 Fig.6 Fig.7 Fig.8
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Food BalanceFood Balance

Qi not only comes to us from the air we breathe, we also get Qi from the food
we eat and the liquids we drink. This type of Qi is known as Grain Qi. As such, it is
important that we know how to balance the food we eat as this will directly effect
the energy in our bodies.

These last few weeks I have been
travelling a lot and so I have not
been able to cook hardly at all and

so it has been a challenge to balance
my body between different climates,
time zones and cuisines. I like to think
that even as I get older that I can eat
almost anything, however, I find that I
do not always want to do this as I know
it means that my body will use more Qi
to overcome any imbalances and I would
rather save that Qi for other things. For
instance, in Indian cuisine, there is some
spice that makes me feel very tired the
next day as it is quite pungent and strong
and it takes a lot of Qi for my body to
cleanse it away. So I do not each much
Indian type curries although I will often
cook Thai curries with conconut
milk as a base.

When travelling,
it is not always easy
to get what you
want and it should
be like this in
some ways as
each place will
have foods that
grow or that
are eaten there
particularly. This
means that
nature has
given them
something to
b a l a n c e
themselves in that
environment.

For me,
balancing my diet is
just listening to my body.
Therefore, I try to learn the energies of
some common foods that are found
almost anywhere. Recently, I have tried
to eat less meat and so I find being in a
cold country more challenging to have
that warmth and energy that meat will
create. In Hawaii, you do not need that
much protein, especially as there are
abundant vegetables and fresh fruit year
round.

In the past, I have always used
lamb to warm the stomach and spleen

as it is a very good tonic food for these
organs. For creating lots of heat, I have
eaten beef and for creating more blood
circulation, then I would eat chicken. Pork
is more neutral and so can easily be used
in soups with other herbs and is most
often used with the bones so that the
marrow can nourish the body.

During the Swimming Dragon
seminar, we talked about the kidneys and
different foods that could be used to
bring up the kidney energy in the body.
The cooked organs will bring up the
energy of the same corresponding human
organ. For instance lamb or beef kidneys
will nourish the kidneys in the body. This
is same for the shape of foods, for

instance, walnuts are similar in shape to
two kidneys and the same for cashew
nuts. They both will bring up the kidney
fire.

Black-coloured foods also relate
to kidneys, as the element for kidneys is

water and one of the colours associated
with this element is black. Therefore,
black beans, black sesames are said to
tonify the kidneys and restore grey or
white hair back to its original colour. In
Chinese cooking it is very common to
use black beans in a sauce and there
are many delicious desserts which use
sweetened black sesame paste, even a
sweet black sesame soup which is one
of my husband’s favourites.

Sometimes the body gets too hot,
maybe there is too much kidney fire, and
so urination becomes painful and hot.
Some of the things you can take are
cooling teas like jasmine or green tea.
You can also eat asparagus or freshly
cooked spinach or even rice congee

(soup), which will help promote
urination.

Sometimes I make
a tea of corn silk by
boiling the silk threads
from the corn and

also a few of the
inside leaves for
one hour and
drink warm. It is
u s u a l l y
n a t u r a l l y
sweet enough

without adding
any extra sugar.

T h e s e
are just a few
things that can

help. Food therapy is a very big subject
and can cover so many areas and
combinations. However, for this time, will
try to keep it simple and maybe next time
learn some more

by Sihnkei. s ihnkei@qimagainze.com

“Black-coloured
foods also relate to kidneys.”
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Wild GooseWild Goose
Dao An the creator of

QigongQigong part II
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Three years passed by and Dao An still was working at
the temple from before dawn until after dark. No
one in particular noticed him they just knew that he
was a hard worker. As he looked very ugly and did
physical labour, people did not think he was smart or

understood Buddhism enough. So no one paid him any
attention. He just followed everybody and did the daily Buddhist
work and followed the Buddhist rules.

One day he went to see his Sifu who had performed
his Buddhism initiation, shaving his head and hearing his vows
and accepting him to be a monk and giving him the Buddhist
name Dao An. Dao means “the Way” or Daoism and An means
“peaceful”. Dao An approached his teacher and asked him
politely, “Sifu, may I borrow a book to read?”

His Sifu was very surprised as Dao An had not said
much at all since his arrival at the temple, just did his work. He
was barely noticed by the others. His Sifu thought that maybe
reading a book would help him so he lent him a simple Buddhist
sutra (a verbal teaching given by the Buddha Shakamyuni which
were later recorded by his disciples). This sutra was called,
“Understanding Mind Sutra” which was approximately five
thousand characters (words) long.

Dao An said thank you and went back to his daily work.
He went out to farm the field and when it was his break he sat
down and started to read the sutra. This was new for Dao An.

He was 15 years old and
everyday since he had come to
the temple, he had worked and
nothing particularly changed from
one day to the next. All this hard
work had made his mind totally
peaceful and it also made him
enjoy everything. The sutra was
like nourishment for his mind.

This is how Buddhist
training begins in a temple.
Through hard physical work, your
mind becomes empty and all the
worry will go. If you have too much free time you will start to
create bad thoughts. This is how you start to make mistakes.
They begin with thinking and the next step is action. Stop
thinking is the first step that Buddhism and Daoism teaches.

Dao An had spent three years without thought so he
did not worry about his ugly face or parents passing away or
feeling lonely. Dao An appreciated all the work and completely
understood why all the monks needed to work hard and stay
away from society. This would make the mind calm and there
would be no distracting thoughts or emotions that are involved
with society. If you can do this, then you can reach a high level
of Dao (Dao is not just described in Daoism, it is also described
in Buddhism and Ru Jia (Confucianism)).

Buddhism and Daoism are very similar and are almost
equal, they teach us to reach a high level of human being, to
be part of nature and universe. When you reach a high level,
you can help others, but before this you need to save yourself.

That is to reach a peaceful mind no matter what happens in
your life. Everything that happens is due to cause and effect
and is a test. All our problems are created by your heart, if you
can calm your mind, then you will be able to get through
everything.

In the evening, Dao An brought the sutra back to his
Sifu and asked if he could borrow another book. His Sifu looked
at him and asked, “Did you really finish this book? If not you
can keep it for a few days. But you can’t borrow another until
you have finished that one.” Dao An answered in a very calm
voice, “I have read all of it and I can also read it by heart.” His
Sifu thought, “I will give you another one, The Bright Light
Sutra, this one is about ten thousand characters, twice the
length of the first one.”

Dao An said thank you and happily went back to his
room to read. He still worked as hard as before and slept less
than the others. Once he had some spare time he continued
reading the Bright Light Sutra. The reading did not make him
lazy and forget his work.

At night Dao An went to see his Sifu and returned the
Sutra. His Sifu was very surprised to see him and could not
believe that Dao An had finished this sutra. He said, “I don’t
believe that you have finished this sutra. It is much longer that
the first one there was no way you could have read all of it. As
a student of Buddhism you cannot lie.” Dao An answered,

“Yes, I have finished it
and I can also recite it
off by heart.” This
made his Sifu upset, he
believed Dao An was
lying, so he asked Dao
An about the content
of the Sutra and Dao
answered clearly
without any mistakes.

He looked at
Dao An. Now he
realised that Dao An

was an especially clever person who also had a photographic
memory. He would be good for the promotion of Buddhism.
So from then, his teacher treated him differently and let him
read any books that he wanted. His Sifu knew that this would
be good for him, it would bring up his level in Buddhism and
this would help to spread it to many people and places.

Dao An was given a proper ceremony by his teacher
and so Dao An became a proper monk. For the past three
years Dao An had only been helping out and learning the
work in the temple. Now he had become a proper monk. This
ceremony is a little like a baptism in Christianity.

Buddhists follow and respect Three Treasures. The first
is to respect other monks and nuns and anyone who follows
the rules of Buddhism. Buddhism has five major guidelines.
One, “Do not kill”; two, “Do not steal”; three, “No sexual
misconduct”; four “No bad language”; five “No alcohol” (which
means no addictions). They believe that if everyone can follow

Continuing the story of the creator of Dayan (Wild Goose) Qigong,
Dao An. Having lost his parents and been given up by his uncle, Dao An
went to live in a Buddhist monastery where he found peace and comfort.

Dao means “the
Way” or Daoism and
An means “peaceful”
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these rules the world would have no
crime and be very peaceful. Then our
spirit would reach a high level.

The second treasures are sutras.
These contain all the methods and
principles of the Buddha Shakamyuni’s
49 years of teaching. If you can follow
these sutras, read them and understand
them then your heart will be calm and
you will find harmony. Without rules we
cannot reach harmony. Today we live in

a free world in countries that have no
rules for our spirit. There are only laws,
but laws are for simple people to stop
them making mistakes but they cannot
change peoples’ hearts. So sutra are the
Buddhist method to change your heart
and help you understand cause and
effect. In our lives, we are going round
in a circle and this will not change until
you can totally let go. So the second
treasure helps you understand this and
teaches you to calm your mind.

The third treasure is to respect
Buddha. This means to learn from
Buddha and act like Buddha, then you
will become enlightened. When Buddha
was a human being he understood why
we are ill, why we die, why we suffer
and are unlucky. We cannot understand
because we are blind and cannot see
things clearly. All we see is what we have,
but he said, “Every method and

substance is a dream.” We are all
dreaming, you think you have your body,
but you will not keep it forever. You think
you have those belongings, but one day
they will go. Because we think about all
these things we have in life, money,
houses, power, etc. so this is why we
suffer. Until you let go you will not get
beyond this. Buddhism will say, in this
life if you are rich and famous, then in
the last life you used a lot of money to

help other people. If you are
famous, you helped to educate
people and made them
understand and learn and gained
respect from others. Everything is
cause and effect and you will not
be rich and famous unless you
have done some thing is the past.

Buddhist education helps
us to understand life. Even if you
follow another religion it will not
be affected, no matter what
religion you believe in.

First Dao An read all the
sutras and all the other monks in

the temple began to know that
he was not just an ordinary

monk. He had a photographic
memory and understood more
about Buddhist theory and
rules than others. When
people had problems they
would ask his advise, even
though he was just a
teenager.

All these books did
not satisfy Dao An. He
wanted to know more and
see more. Chinese say,
“Reading a thousand
books is not better than
travelling a thousand
miles.” Which means,
seeing and experiencing
things is better and getting
information from books.

So Dao An said
goodbye to his Sifu and began
to travel. He had heard of a

famous Buddhist monk, Fo To Cheng,
who lived in Heibei province in Lin Zhang
county. So he went to meet him.

When Dao An met Master Fo To
Cheng, they got on very well and Master
Fo found he was very talented and well
behaved. So he accepted Dao An as a
student. Dao An stayed with Master Fo
for three years and studied all the
Buddhist teachings. Whenever Master Fo
went out to give a seminar on Buddhism,
Dao An went as his assistant. In the end
Dao An even helped to give some of
the seminars.

Master Fo said to another of his
students, “Dao An will reach a very high
level, beyond any of us.”

After three years Dao An was
invited to visit many different temples
to meet many famous Buddhist masters.
These meetings and their discussions
from different angles of Buddhism made
Dao An reach another level.

On one occasion Dao An was
passing Tai Hen Mountain in Hebei
province. He found that area was very

spiritual and so he
decided to settle
there and build a
Buddhist temple
and so his name
became very
popular in the
Hebei area
To be continued…

by Michael Tse

The first part of this article
contained an error concerning the

date Dao An was born. The correct
date is311 AD

“I don’t believe that
you have finished this

sutra. It is much
longer than the first .”
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I’m always surprised when players of Taijiquan, especially those with more
than a couple of years practice under their belt, complain of aching knees or a stiff
back. Given that training in Taijiquan is an all-body experience, with every joint
and junction getting an internal stretch and massage, something must be a little off
in these students’ practice.

Of course, if we’ve been practicing
low stances throughout the forms,our
thighs, and perhaps our knees, are going
to ache temporarily but that’s to be
expected. If you played your guitar or
piano for twice as long as normal you
wouldn’t be surprised if your fingers were
a bit sore would you? No, there’s got to
be a reason for persistent sore knees in
Taijiquan practice and in my experience
it’s the hips; it’s always the hips.

There’s a kind of double drop or
release that should be experienced in
most stances. Take a high horse stance.
Allow the inguinal crease, (the folds in
front of the hip sockets), to deepen as if
youwere pushing the buttocks out slightly.
Now allow the tailbone to drop and hang
straight down. Now the hips are sunk
and the Mingmen area, (the lower spine),
is loose. Try to retain this feeling when
moving from stance to stance. Even when
standing more on one leg than the other,
such as in “White Crane” or “Step
Diagonally” (left single whip) both hips
should be sunk and level with each other.
Avoid flattening out the front of the hip
joint. Try performing movements such as
“Jigang Pounds the Mortar” or the new
frame’s “Six Sealing - Four Closing”,
concentrating on keeping both hips sunk
and level.

This double drop of the hips/spine
also helps prevent over extension of the
knees, both in
Ma Bo (horse
riding stance )
and front and
rear biased
stances, and
over extension is
the quickest way
to knee
problems! The
thighs, hips and
yes, the knees,
all rotate gently in the forms. A move
such as the 19 Movement’s “Lazily Tying
Cloth” or the 25 Movement’s “Single
Whip” should involve a slight sinking/
pulling back of the hip and a slight rolling
out of the thigh and knee. You can
ascertain the reality of this by doing

double push hands with a partner, both
of you with the same side leg forward
so that your knees are touching. You’ll
soon feel the rolling of the knees!

So, given that the knees and even
the ankles get a gentle twisting
throughout the forms, they may be sore
for the first few weeks of training, but

then they should grow stronger and
more elastic. If the problem persists we
need to look at the centre of the body
first to find the problem. Every move
should originate from the waist, and by
that we mean the whole….ummm...
boxer shorts area. In other words the

Taijiquan definition of the waist covers
from the waist to the upper thighs, back,
sides and front! This whole area should
be gently alive when playing Taijiquan.
Some students, particularly dancers,
separate the waist from the Dantian when
turning, even during silk reeling, thus

either distorting the ribcage or
completely losing a
fundamental Taijiquan
principle - the body
moving as one
connected entity,
contracting or
expanding from the
middle, the
aforementioned boxer
shorts area.

(One of my
students suggested that
we manufacture Taiji
underpants from
bubble wrap so that my
experienced ear could
hear if they were
moving correctly! I
thought about this for
a while but decided
that you’d only be able
to use the garments
once so it would be too
expensive. Anyway,
most of my students
move fairly well, so the
noise would be
deafening, like Taiji
inside a giant bag of
crisps, and you wouldn’t

be able to sit down in a
low horse stance without

sounding like a firing squad.)
Turning our attention to the spine,

I’ve found that the above mentioned
double drop of hips and tailbone releases
any tension in the back and allows for
more mobility. Many beginners protrude
the buttocks, particularly in low stances
and this “pinches” the lower back,
restricting proper movement and the flow
of energy. Once the hips are sorted,
everything else can eventually drop into
place

by Jul ian Wilde. jules @qimagaz ine.com

“Some students
separate the waist
from the Dantian.”

“Some students
separate the waist
from the Dantian.”
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RightRight
Right Training

As a Qigong instructor, it is only when you begin to
teach certain movements that you are able to see
whether someone has the correct posture. When I
first began learning Qigong with my Sifu, our
teaching/learning syllabus was quite different. We

started off straight away with learning the Wild Goose form.
I never really thought about Qigong posture until many

years and many, many polishings later. It was all I could do to
just keep the form in my memory! To be truthful, I would say
that my understanding did not really develop until I began
learning what are now the foundation and beginning
movements in our current Qigong syllabus, which are Balancing
Gong, Healthy Living Gong Parts I, II and III.

I have noticed over the years since the syllabus has
changed and we teach these sets of movements first, that the
general standard and quality of the students’ Qigong has sky-
rocketed. The beginners sometimes even understand the
principles of the Qigong better than some of the seniors. I first
saw this in America where the students never knew any different
kind of syllabus. They just accepted that this was right and
carried on.

These students are lucky because they already have
gone through the Qigong basics by the time they learn Wild
Goose. By the time they get to Wild Goose, they have already
learned bow stance, how to pivot on the heels 180 degrees
correctly and most importantly…how to relax.

I remember when I did ‘Twisting the Toes’ movement
in the Wild Goose 1st 64, I would always lose my balance and
feel dizzy. Now I understand that this was because my kidney
Qi was weak. Weak kidney energy translates into tiredness,
dizziness, ringing in the ears, yawning excessively, pain in the
legs and back, recurring urinary bladder infections, etc. I think
at that time I could have ticked a ‘yes’ for having most of
those symptoms. However, someone learning Balancing Gong
and Healthy Living Gong will find that their energy and health
improves tremendously with proper and consistent practise.

Why, I am sure many people will ask? Surely the 1,800
year old Dayan (Wild Goose) Qigong is more valuable. We

I am a Qigong person. I love the Qigong skill and can see so many
life lessons in my learning of it. One of the most fundamental lessons of
Qigong is posture. My students and even a few friends and certainly my
step-son, could tell you my feelings on posture. This started long ago,
even before I studied Qigong, and I think probably comes from my
Po’, my grandmother on my mother’s side, who always sat straight even
at the age of 89. She did not do it in a stiff way but was always very
relaxed, so it was a good example for me.
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Right Training

can look at this question from many ways. I would answer
that, firstly, from a historical point of view, we know that there
used to exist 72 forms and methods in the Kunlun Qigong
system. Now, only half of these survive.

I believe that some of these lost things may have been
simple, beginning movements, like the Balancing Gong, which
are good for healing. Not everyone can learn a long Qigong
form straightaway. If you are ill, it will be enough just to do
some simple movements for ten minutes in the beginning.
Otherwise you will exhaust yourself instead of gathering Qi.
Instead of feeling good and liking the Qigong, you will find
yourself discouraged.

However, with the Balancing Gong and Healthy Living
Gong, you are taking a single movement which has a
concentrated body benefit and repeating it over and over. So
for healing particular body problems, opening the channels
and releasing blockages, these are very powerful movements.

My Sifu uses them in his own Qigong therapy and
healing practise. Once he has given the patient a treatment
of massage and energy transmission, he will then finish by
teaching them three movements that they can practise at home.
For instance, if someone has problems with asthma, then they
may learn from Balancing Gong, the movement, ‘Supporting

the Sky’ and ‘Roc Extends the Wings’. We should not just rely
on medicine or a healer for our healing. The most powerful
healer is ourself as we should know our body better than
anyone.

When you first learn the Balancing Gong movements,
they seem quite simple and not very challenging…that is until
you look closer. The most important thing or principle which
should be learned from the Balancing Gong set is right posture.
Many people think they are standing straight, but actually they
are either leaning too far forward or tucking in the pelvis which,
long term, will result in back injury.

Some people just kind of slide up and down, so that
instead of their Baihui point (top of the head) and Huiyin point
(between the legs) being vertically in line, and all the weight
on the thighs, the weight will be on the lower back and the
Huiyin point will be forward of the Baihui point. So if you are
also practising a martial art, then your posture will most likely
not be correct and this will affect your skill level, be it Wing
Chun, Taijiquan or other. If your posture is not correct, then
you will never develop power for your martial art skill.

Posture is so important that the first three movements
of the Balancing Gong work intensively just for this. When
posture is right, then the Qi will flow properly and strongly in
the Xiao Zhao Tian (Microcosmic Orbit). If the posture is off,
the Qi will be slowed, much as in driving a car in the mountains,
having to slow down for every bend in the road. The Xiao
Zhao Tian has its highway on the Du Channel (going up the
spine) and the Ren Channel (going down the front, centre of
the body). Some people want to use visualisation to open the
Xiao Zhao Tian, but this is like trying to drive a car with no
petrol. You can dream you are driving to London, but you will
not get there.

However, when you correct your posture and then try
the movement again, you may find it does not feel right. This
is because you have been using the wrong posture for so long
in so many other areas of your life that wrong has become
right. If you understand, though, that the Baihui and Huiyin
point should be in line, and all the weight on the thighs, then
you can correct yourself at home. Slowly, you will find that you
are sitting up more when you type, when you watch tv and
drive. To not do so begins to feel wrong.

Posture is not just about the back. It is also about the
legs, as the legs support the body when standing. Today,
children have very weak legs. I taught two little boys once,
one who was seven and had Down’s syndrome and his brother
who was eleven. The elder brother could not even manage
the first three movements of the Balancing Gong without
complaining that his feet hurt and his legs hurt. However, his
little brother, dispite his impairments, gave it a go. He even
managed five minutes of medium horse stance.

The longer we leave ourselves to have wrong posture,
then the weaker our entire body will become. So when we
practise the first three movements of Balancing Gong, we only
move downwards perhaps 12-14 inches. All of the weight
should be on the thighs, not dipping down so low that the
knees are taking the weight. This will make the internal energy
in the body develop and the bones will become stronger as
the Qi feeds the marrow. With correct posture, you will have
the right thinking, the right Qi. Posture affects not just the
body, but the mind as well. That is why Qigong is such a
powerful exercise, it is for the whole body, internally, externally
and emotionally
to be continued ... by Jessica Blackwell

I am a Qigong person. I love the Qigong skill and can see so many
life lessons in my learning of it. One of the most fundamental lessons of
Qigong is posture. My students and even a few friends and certainly my
step-son, could tell you my feelings on posture. This started long ago,
even before I studied Qigong, and I think probablycomes from my ‘Ah

, my grandmother on my mother’s side, who always sat straight even
at the age of 89. She did not do it in a stiff way but was always very

“Do some simple
movements for in

the beginning”
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If you look at a map of China, at the centre you will find a very famous city called Xian,
which is in the province of Shaanxi. This city is over 3000 years old and was the capital of
the country through 12 dynasties. These 12 famous dynasties include the Zhou, Qin,
Han, Sui and Tang etc. Maybe this was because it was at the middle of China, also its
surroundings made it a very safe city for the emperor to live in. In the past a good area

had to be easily defended if your enemies attacked you, whilst it must also make attacking
your enemies very easy. We can think of Xian as the Dantian of China.

It was only about 700 years ago that the capital of China moved to Beijing. If you
understand Qigong theory, Beijing is in the north of China and so is like the Upper Dantian of
the country which is not too bad either.

History of Xian
and its Martial Art
History of Xian
and its Martial Art
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Xian Red Fist Master

He Zhi Qing
Xian Red Fist Master

He Zhi Qing
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It was over 3000 years ago during the Zhou Dynasty,
that Xian was chosen as the capital and this was even before
China became a big country. This was because during this
period people understood about nature. The emperor of the
Zhou Dynasty discovered the Yijing and put all the elements
together to make the Bagua. Kong Zi (Confucius) explained
the 64 Gua with a poem. This is what today’s Yijing books all
use. You can imagine that the Emperor of the Zhou must have
understood the secrets of nature more than the people of
today.

An emperor of the Qin Dynasty was the first person
unite China. He built the great wall to stop Mongolia attacking.
However, the most important thing he did was to unify the
Chinese writing, otherwise we would not be able to read all
the old profound Chinese classics, such as the “Dao De Jing”
and “Great Study” from Kong Zi. Chinese culture is deeper
and stronger than many other countries because we can still
read the 3000 year old books. We do not need people to
translate them for us. For example Latin is a very old language,
but you need to study before you can understand these books.

Xian is also famous for the Terracotta Warriors. These
were servants and soldiers to look after the Emperor when he
passed away. They were discovered in the 1970s by a farmer
local farmer who was digging a well. Everybody who goes to
China likes to go and see them. All of the figures have
individual faces as they were modelled on real people. This is
amazing work.

The Silk Road begins at Xian and goes across to Eastern
Europe.

China had so many things to offer the world and today
we have things like silk, Chinese tea, acupuncture, Chinese
herbs, martial arts, Daoism, Ru Jia (Confucianism), Buddhism
like Chan and Pure Land, Feng Shui, Yijing, etc. China had
many major inventions that have benefited the world like paper,
printing, the compass and gunpowder. Today we see these
things all the time. In the past China had a very developed

science, but she gave up developing it because she knew
that if she continued, the world would end

more quickly, and we can see
this is true

today. So instead China concentrated more on human
relationship, and philosophy. This is why Daoism, Buddhism
and Ru Jia developed and these can help to keep the world
peaceful and happy.

There are two famous pagodas in Xian they are called,
“Big Wild Goose” and “Small Wild Goose Temple” (my teacher,
Grandmaster Yang Meijun said that these have a connection
to the Dayan Qigong System). These two pagodas were built

in 652 AD during the Tang Dynasty. Emperor Lizhi
built the Great Mercy Temple as a memorial
to his mother. All Tang Dynasty emperors
believed in Buddhism and so he also built
those two pagodas to store the Buddhist
Sutras.

The famous Buddhist monk Xuan
Zang returned to Xian from India after
studying Buddhism there for 18 years.
He is a character every Chinese and
Japanese person knows about as his
story was written about in “Journey to
the West” and he is the famous Tang
monk. In the story many demons
want to eat him as they believe that
one taste of his flesh will make
them immortal, but the Monkey
King is always there to protect him.
In “Journey to the West”, Xuan Zang
travels from China to India to
collect the Buddhist Sutra “Heart”.
Xuan Zang spent his life translating
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this famous sutra. Everyone who
studies Buddhism has to be able
to recite this sutra by heart,
“Colour is emptiness. Emptiness
is colour.” In Buddhism colours
means everything we see, hear,
touch, sense, think of. Things that

are “Empty” are things we
cannot hold onto, they
are like dreams, so we
should take it easy for

these things.
In about 1644 the

Qing army took over China
and so the Ming Dynasty came

to an end. The Han people were now controlled by the
Manchurians and this brought up a lot of hate and people
wanted to take revenge for the invasion. Today there still exists
an ancient well known Xian martial art skill which was created

at this time and secretly trained by the
Han people to fight against the
Manchurians. This is called Xian Hong
Quan.

Xian Hong Quan is different
from the Cantonese Hong Quan,
although it has the same pronunciation
the writing is completely different. Xian
Hong Quan means “Red Fist” whilst the
Canton Hong Quan means “Strong
Water Fist”.

I met a Xian Hong Quang
master when I visited Xian. His name
is Master He Zi Qiang. Master He Zi
Qiang has a very high level of Xian
Hong Quan. He began to train when
he was 15 years old, today his is over

40, but he looks only 30 and has no grey hairs at all.
Teaching Hong Quan is only his hobby as during the

day time he has to take care of his small shop. He finds business
today is very tough as there is a lot of competition in the city.
So, like many other people, he has to work very hard to make
a living.

However, when he practises his Hong Quan in the
mornings, he is able to forget about all the difficulties in life.
Teaching the next generation is very important to him. Today
most of the traditional skills are dying out and the new
generation has no patience and is not strong enough to take
the difficulties and easily give up. So he tries to help them and
also save some of the traditional skill.

Hong Quan has four forms, the first is Red Fist, second
is Cannon Fist, third is Long Arm Fist and the fourth is Black
Bean Fist. Each of them has a different principle and energy.
Red Fist is for close-in fighting, Cannon Fist is for explosive
power, Long Arm Fist is for fight at long distances and Black
Bean Fist is for strength. There are also many weapons forms
like the sword, broadsword, Kwun Dao, spear, staff and whip.
Master He’s level of skill with the whip is very high. When he
demonstrates you can see the difficulty in the movements as
well as the coordination and power behind them. It has taken
him many years of practise to acheive this ease of energy.

He says the most important thing is that it gives him is
peace of mind and good health. We have a responsibility to
pass these down to the next generation

by Michael Tse

“Today there is a
well known
Xian martial art
which was
created
at this
time.”
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Defence against a opponent wielding an Umbrella.
i Face your opponent and relax. Fig 1
ii As he strikes forwards, step to the side to avoid

the umbrella and use your forearms to cover it
so he cannot swing back into you. Fig 2

iii As he pulls the umbrella back, step forwards and
grab his elbow and also grab the umbrella near
to the base. Keeping control of his elbow, bend
his arm up towards him and twist the umbrella
outwards. This will make him loosen his grip.
Fig 3

iv Step in behind him and pull his elbow down and
towards you. He lets go of he umbrella, push it
into his chest. Fig 4

The combination of pulling his elbow and
pushing the umbrella into him, will cause him to lose
his balance and begin to fall over your leg.

In this defence, you can use your arms to control
the weapon as unlike a knife, it does not have any
sharp edges, also it is quite light and so to cause you
great injury your opponent will either have to use a
lot of force to swing it or use the point to jab you.
Once you are close to the weapon, it cannot hurt
you. Therefore as your opponent tries to draw it back
to swing again, you keep close and can attack him
directly.

Defence against an opponent with a stick.

i Face your opponent and relax. As he
draws the stick back prepare to move.
Fig 5

ii As he swings the stick at your head, duck
down so that he misses you. Fig 6

iii His momentum will take him past you,
quickly kick his knee, this will cause him
to lose his balance and pause. Fig 7

iv Quickly drop down and sweep his legs.
Fig 8

This defence is very useful. It teaches you
to avoid the attack directly. If you were to try and
stop the stick you would most likely injure yourself.
Sot he best strategy is to avoid the strong part of
your opponent and attack the weaker parts. As
his attention will mainly be on the stick in his
hands, he will not think so much about protecting
his legs, and this is where you will find your
advantage.

Basic Self Defence vs
Weapons
Basic Self Defence vs
Weapons

Fig 1 Fig 2

Fig 3 Fig 4
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Personal Tuition
with Michael Tse

Study on a one to
one basis with

Master
Michael Tse

lessonsalso available
with senior student

Darryl Moy

Contact
UK: Tse Qigong Centre
Tel 0161 929 4485
tse@qimagazine.com

USA: Tse Qigong Centre
Tel (808) 528 8501
tse@wildgooseqigong.com

Liao Fans Four Lessons
Ancient Teaching for Modern Times
For a free copy write to the Tse Qigong Centre

(see Whats On Pages for UK & USA addresses)
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UK: Tse Qigong Centre
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Changing
and the
Yijing

Everything is the world falls is under the
principle of the Yin and Yang. Yin and
Yang comes from the Yijing, the Book

of Changes. When things come to 50:50
everything will be still and stay forever with
nothing changing. However, we know that
this is impossible. If we want to change, we
have to make things imbalanced, if we
want things to stay, we have to make them
balanced. This is the concept of the Yijing,
changing and stability. However, everything
is changing, we change everyday, the solar
system changes and the universe changes.

The Yijing tries to describe how it
changes and also lets us know whether the
change is good for you or not, so some
people will use it for prediction.

For example, before travelling, some
people will look at the Yijing to see if it is a
good time to travel or not. Most people will
use coins, they will throw the coins in the
air and count whether it is heads or tails
when they land. This tells them the
combinations of Yin and Yang and from
these they can make the Yel (lines). Then
they get the number from an Yijing book
that tells them if it is a good time for
travelling or not. If it says it is good, then
they will feel happy about that.

Actually, the Yijing also has a good
philosophy. It tells us to follow nature and
that if we go against nature and not do the
right things with the right heart, then bad
luck will come to us.

This might sound like superstition,
but this is the power of nature. If you do
not understand it then you will make your
own problems, for example if a family does
not understand this then the family will
separate and if a country does not

The Yijing looks at change. It helps you to
understand why things change as well as what
they will change into. Some may find it very
mystical, while others will see it as simply more
information about the things around us.

Wuji

Taiji

Liang Yi

Si Xiang

Bagua
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YOUR CHINESE HOROSCOPE
FOR HEALTH & LIFE

Your Chinese horoscope can help you learn more about your family, children, your personality
and your health. It can tell you which career or studies which would suit you most, even the
numbers, directions and colours which are favourable or not.

Most people have similar things they want to know from their horoscope, so Michael Tse is
offering an opportunity to ask five specific questions about your horoscope, for instance, when
you will get married, how many children you should have. The fee for this would be £50 (GB
pounds) and $75 (US dollars) and can be sent to the appropriate Tse Qigong Centre office.

To Place Your
Horoscope Order :-1. Enclose address or email where your answers are to be sent.

If it is a gift for someone, please provide their name & address clearly.
2. List the five questions. Try to be clear and concise in your questions.
3. Include Birth Details. Please spell month, do not use numeric. Order should be: Year, Month,

Day, and if possible, the time of your birth and also the country in which you were born.
4. Forward payment by either cheque or credit card to appropriate Tse Qigong Centre office.

£50/$75 USA

For UK/Europe
Tse Qigong Centre

PO Box 59
Altrincham WA15 8FS UK

Tel:0161 929 4485
Fax: 0161 929 4489

email: tse@qimagazine.com

For USA/Canada:
Tse Qigong Centre

PO Box 15807,
Honolulu HI 96830 USA

Tel: (808) 528 8501
Fax:(928) 441 6578

email tse@wildgooseqigong.com

YOUR CHINESE HOROSCOPE
FOR HEALTH & LIFE

understand this then the country will not last long.
At the beginning of the universe, there was no universe,

or not this universe we call it Wuji- nothing. Wu means
“Nothing” and Ji means “limit”. So although at the beginning
there was nothing, it also means that there were no limits.
That is infinity.

Then later from
nothing something was
created. This something
we call Taiji. Tai means
big or expanding and Ji
means limited or
contracting. When
something is expanding
then it will reach a limit
or contract. When it
reaches this point it will
change dramatically like
an explosion and
become something else,
like the universe today. The universe is one thing, but inside
there are many things happening. For example our solar system
is one thing, but this is one thing in the galaxy and this is one
of many in the universe.

The Yijing always tells us we are not alone. All our
actions, emotions cause a change in others whether we can
see it or not. It is the same as how other people’s actions will
effect us as well. So if we just take a deep breathe the air will
change, and other elements will change.

So everything is Taiji and everything is expanding and
contracting. It is the same as breathing, inhale and then exhale.

In this Taiji, which ever way you think of it, you can see
to opposite side, attraction and repulsion, man and woman,
fire and water, day and night, mountain and lake. Of course
we all know we call this Yin and Yang. Anything we name
must have the opposite, otherwise it will not exsist.

When you think
about that, you can
understand all Chinese
skills and its culture. The
Chinese people were
educated in the past to
balance both, for
example, when they ate
they would try to eat both
meat and vegetables not

just one or the other. If they were
vegetarian, they would eat soft
vegetables and hard vegetables. In
Chinese medicine when we treat
illness we will find out if the condition

is either too hot or too cold, too strong or too weak and then
use the opposite to balance the energy. In Qigong we have
meditation and movement. All this is to balance and this is
how the Chinese people leant how to be healthy and live long
lives. If you have enemies turn them to be a good person and
then to be your friend. At the end you will have no enemies
and you can get along with everybody, every animal, every
religion, every country, every plant and then you have become
Taiji
To be continued… by Michael Tse

“All our actions,
emotions cause a change
in others whether we
can see it or not.”
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A water bearer in India had two large pots, each hung on
each end of a pole which he carried across his neck. One
of the pots had a crack in it, and while the other pot was

perfect and always delivered a full portion of water at the end
of the long walk from the stream to the master’s house, the
cracked pot arrived only half full. For a full two years this went
on daily, with the bearer delivering only one and a half pots
full of water to his master’s house. Of course, the perfect pot

was proud of its accomplishments, perfect to the end for which
it was made. But the poor cracked pot was ashamed of its own
imperfection, and miserable that it was able to accomplish
only half of what it had been made to do. After two years of
what it perceived to be a bitter failure, it spoke to the water
bearer one day by the stream.

“I am ashamed of myself, and I want to apologize to
you.”

“ Why?” asked the bearer. “What are you ashamed
of?”

“I have been able, for these past two years, to deliver
only half my load because this crack in my side causes water
to leak out all the way back to your master’s house. Because
of my flaws, you have to do all of this work, and you don’t get
full value from your efforts,” the pot said.

The water bearer felt sorry for the old cracked pot, and
in his compassion he said, “As we return to the master’s house,
I want you to notice the beautiful flowers along the path.”
Indeed, as they went up the hill, the old cracked pot took
notice of the sun warming the beautiful wild flowers on the
side of the path, and this cheered it some. But at the end of
the trail, it still felt bad because it had leaked out half its load,

and so again it apologized to the bearer for its
failure.

The bearer said to the pot, “Did you notice
that there were flowers only on your side of your
path, but not on the other pot’s side? That’s
because I have always known about your flaw, and
I took advantage of it. I planted flower seeds on
your side of the path, and every day while we
walk back from the stream, you’ve watered them.
For two years I have been able to pick these
beautiful flowers to decorate my master’s table.
Without you being just the way you are, he would
not have this beauty to grace his house.”

Moral: Each of us has our own unique flaws.
We’re all cracked pots. But it’s the cracks and flaws
we each have that make our lives together so very
interesting and rewarding.

You’ve just got to take each person for what they are,
and look for the good in them. There is a lot of good out
there. There is a lot of good in us!

Blessed are the flexible, for they shall not be bent out
of shape. Remember to appreciate all the different people in
your life! Or as I like to think of it-if it hadn’t been for the
crackpots in my life,it would have been pretty boring and not
so interesting

The
Cracked
Water Pot

The
Cracked
Water Pot

“I thought this story may be of use to
you, I believe it is an old fable and as such I
cannot claim responsibility for it, however I
think it is a good story with a positive
message.”

Contributed by Ian Mall inson

“I have always
known about your
flaw, and I took
advantage of it.”
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Chi Man Tang - London
Instructor Insight

Basic Theories of TCM
I highly enjoy this book and recommend it often for my students. You

may not understand everything it talks about, but it is a good reference book
for Qigong teachers and practitioners or those learning Chinese medicine or
even for those wanting to know more about health and how the body works.

This book offers a good introduction of the five elements, five major
internal organs and their respective relationships within in the body. It also
talks about many other aspects of the body and is written in the format of a
workbook for students and gives questions at the end of each chapter
highlighting the key points which are emphasised. For the more enthusiastic,
there is a lot of other detailed information, including a chapter on the meridians
of the body and causes of various diseases.

Although this is not a book to be absorbed in just one sitting, it is great
in small doses as a reference book to keep with you on your learning journey.

Book Review

When I was at University, I studied the Korean martial arts. It became clear to me that
size and strength really mattered and I could not compete with fellow students who
were bigger than me. My search for a more suitable style led me to Wing Chun Kung

Fu. My younger brother Jeremy, who had studied Wing Chun with various different people,
was the first brother to come across my Sifu, Michael Tse. He was so amazed with Sifu’s Chi
Sau that he praised “It does not matter what you do, Sifu can sense it even before you try it!”
The following week my twin brother and myself joined in the Wing Chun class in London.

I did not join in the Qigong class immediately and nearly a year passed before I tried
it. Initially I wanted to concentrate just on Wing Chun for self-defence. In fact I used to think
why learn Qigong if you cannot use it to defend yourself. Slowly I began to understand that
Qigong practise makes you healthy and that your health is the most important thing. If you
are healthy you can do everything such as work, enjoy yourself, learn Kung Fu etc. I have now
been attending class for 10 years and I have been teaching both Wing Chun and Qigong for
about 4 years. I remember it all started when Sifu asked, “Can you look after the London
Wednesday class?”

I find that Qigong and Wing Chun compliment each other really well. The gentle stretching coordinated Qigong movements
and the relaxing calming meditation is a huge bonus to anybody learning Wing Chun. In Wing Chun if you are not relaxed
(relaxed does not mean soft or weak) and calm under any situation, then it is almost impossible to progress.

Those of you who know me know that I am an avid collector of many things. However when it comes to Dayan Qigong
and Wing Chun it will take me a lifetime just to practise these two skills. I do not have the capacity to ‘collect’ any more styles
of Qigong or Kung Fu/martial arts.

I do not think that I have ever thanked my Sifu for teaching me so much. I want to say “thank you Sifu” for all the
opportunities that you have given me and for sharing your skill, knowledge and Sigongs with me.

Chi Man is qualifued to teach the
Dayan Qigong Syllabus and Wing

Chun Kuen. For information on
the Central London classes call:

0161 929 4485
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Fig 1 Fig 2 Fig 3

Fig 4 Fig 5

Walking - Wuij Creates Taiji

Healthy Living Gong Part IIHealthy Living Gong Part II

i. Stand with your feet together and your
knees slightly bent. Place your hands in
front of your Dantian with the right palm
over the left, both facing upwards. Fig 1.

ii. Circle your right hand, from the Dantian
scooping up to the left side to the Sky-
eye so the right palm faces out to the right.
Fig 2-3.

iii. Step to the left with your left foot. The
right hand continues scooping the Qi down
from the Sky-eye, meanwhile, the left
hand starts scooping Qi up from the
Dantian to the right side. Now both hands
are on the right of you. Fig 4.

iv. Step with your right foot placing it next to
your left, meanwhile, keep circling the left
hand upwards so that it scoops past the
Sky-eye and down to the left side. The
right hand keeps circling down, passing the
Dantian and moving up to the left again.
Thus the right hand is making a clockwise
circle and the left hand is making an anti-
clockwise circle. When they are on the way

The last exercise of Part II
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Fig 9

Fig 6 Fig 7 Fig 8

Fig 10

up, the hands need to pass the Sky-eye and when they are on the
way down, the hands need to pass the Dantian (Fig 5). The hand
position for Wuji Creates Taiji is quite special. The fingers should be
together, like you are holding a ball in your hands while they rotate.
Try not to drop the Qi ball.

v. Step again with the left foot and keep circling the hands. When
you step with your left foot, the hands should be on the right side.
Fig 6.

vi. Repeat iv. and continue until you have stepped a total of five times
(count moving both feet as one step).

vii. At the end of five steps your feet should be
together and your hands should be on your left
side. Fig 7.

viii. Now as the right hand goes up and the left down,
step forwards with your left foot, but keep the
weight on your right foot. The hands should keep
circling and in fact they never stop until we have
finished the exercise. Following the same principle
as before, the left foot moves when both hands
are on the right side. Fig 8.

ix. Continue and step forwards with your right foot
when the hands are on the left side. Fig 9

x. Repeat until you have made five steps in total.
xi. At the end, you should again have both feet

together and they hands should be on the left
side.

xii. Now we are going to walk to the right, so the
right foot moves out to the right. The rest of the
body does not move, but the hands continue to
circle. Fig 10
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Walking - Wuji Creates Taiji

Fig 11 Fig 12 Fig 13

Fig 14 Fig 15

First 5 steps

Second
5 steps

Third5 steps

Fourth
5 steps

xiii. Again, following the same principle, when hands move to the right side, step with the left foot. Fig 11.
xiv. Continue until you have stepped five times.
xv. At the end, the feet are together and the hands are on the left side. Fig 11.
xvi. Now we will take five steps backwards, so we will end up where we started. The right foot steps

backwards, but keep the weight forwards on your left foot. The hands again keep circling and we
follow the same principle as before, when the right foot moves, the hands will be circling on the left
side and vice-versa. Fig 12.

xvii. Continue until you have taken five steps in total. Now you should have your feet together and both
hands on the right side. Fig 13.

xviii.Keep both hands circling until they reach the Dantian and then stop. Now you should be standing as
you were at the beginning of the exercise. Fig 14-15.

to the moving leg. When walking sideways, lift your heel first
and when you put your foot down, put the heel down before
the toes.

Walking forwards is the same as walking sideways, the
heel will lift up before the toes and when you put the foot
down, the heel will land before the toes. The weight should

Breathing
As this movement keeps repeating, the best way to

breathe is just breathe naturally. After a while, you may find
that you breathe in with one step and out with the next, just
relax all your muscles and follow the body and allow it to
breathe as it wants.

Concentration
You should make sure that you follow the principle that

the left leg moves when the hands are on the right side and
the right leg moves when the hands are moving to the left
side. In this way the legs and the hands are always on the
opposite side.

As you step, the moving leg should be light and the
weight should be on the stable leg. Then you shift the weight
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Walking - Wuji Creates Taiji
stay on the back leg, which is the stable leg, until we need to
move that leg and then we shift the weight forwards.

As you walk backwards, we lift the heel first, but this
time land with the toes first. This time we keep the weight on
the front leg, until we it starts to move. This is very different
from walking sideways and forwards and you must remember
this.

The most important part to remember is the top left
hand corner of the square around which we walk. When you
start to walk to the right, on move the right foot and do not
move the rest of the body, otherwise your legs and hands will
get crossed up.

All the other steps are based on moving the feet, left,
right, left, right etc. Except the top left hand corner where you
step into the corner with your right foot and out again with
your right foot, i.e. right, right.

When you begin, both hands
are at the Dantian and when you
finish both hands are also at the
Dantian. When you walk the
square, keep the right hand over
the left hand. When you are used
to this, you can try going to the right
first instead of the left or you can
walk forwards or backwards first.
Then which hand is on top depends
on which leg you are going to move
first as the rotation of the hands
follows the legs. For example, if you
are going to move the right leg
first, then your hands will circle to
the left first and your left hand will be on top first. Until you
can remember all these points, walk the way the text describes
first, before you try the other directions.

Benefits
This walking is very good for your coordination.

Compared with other walking exercises, like “Collecting Qi To
the Dantian” in Healthy Living Gong Part I, this is very
complicated. If you can manage it well, then your coordination
is quite good.

Throughout the day we mainly sit or lie, most of the
time we only work the upper body, particularly when we are in
the office or driving. Children get too involved with computer
games, so they basically have a lot of problems with their
posture and back. It is no wonder that many children are
overweight. However, this is not just a problem for the children,
adults also have the same problems. This is particularly true in
rich countries like the USA. We have all forgotten that human
beings are more physical animals and that our ancestors used
their bodies not just their brains. Most of the time they used
their bodies as they had to build their own shelter, hunt for
food or fight to protect themselves. Today we do not have to
do any of this, instead we can pay someone else to do it for us
and enjoy our luxurious life. But because of this we have lost
our natural way of life and now we can become ill very easily.
Also there are more strange illnesses appearing and incurable
diseases, and more will come to us, as we do not follow nature.

This walking can help us get back to “normal”. Our
hands, feet and mind should all be together when we use
them. The hands form a circle, which represents the sky and

the square we walk around represents the earth. This is how
we should be, the sky above us which has no edges and feels
as though it is round and the earth, below us which is solid
and sustains us and supports us. It is like a square (or a plate)
as you can see the edges and so you feel safe. The hands and
feet should coordinate together and so this is how we go back
to nature.

History/Background
This exercise is based on “Cloud Hands” from Taijiquan.

However, Taijiquan’s Cloud Hands is based on a martial art
application. This exercise is Qigong and so the hands are
different as they are gathering Qi.

In Taijiquans “Cloud Hands” we only move to the side
and not forwards or backwards. “Wuji Creates Taiji” forms a

square (unless your stepping is not even). This reminds us that
we live between Heaven (Universe) and Earth. Our hands
represent Heaven. Rotating the hands gathers Qi, but as we
use both hands we make two circles. Daoism says “The circle is
Heaven and the square is Earth”. However, today we know
that the earth is round and heaven or the universe is infinite
and a vacuum. However, the Daoist saying is based on human
feeling. We feel as though heaven is round like a circle. When
you look up at the sky you cannot see any corners or edges, so
it seems round. This makes us feel free. If you could see edges,
then you will feel trapped and depressed. In the past all the
ceilings were very high and some even made them like the
sky, round. This was to make you feel free.

So when we walk in the exercise, we form a square,
which relates to the earth. The earth, or the ground should
feel square like you are on a plate and not round. Although
the earth is round, we do not feel as though it is and so we
feel safe and secure. If your floor is round, or you have circular
patterns on your carpet it will make you feel dizzy. So the
ground should feel flat as this is natural.

We are in the middle and are supported by both heaven
and earth. Heaven gives us air and protects us from the vacuum
of space. This is why we are alive and feel free. The earth
gives us support and food, and all the things we need to live.
These contributions are bigger than anything else in the world,
so we should take care and protect them. So we should not
pollute the air if it is not necessary or drop rubbish on the
ground if it is not necessary

by Michael Tse

Daoism says “The
circle is Heaven and
the square is Earth”
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“Everything is created from nothing
and also created by something.”

– Dao De Jing

When you study Wing Chun Kuen, the first thing you
have to learn is the form “Siu Lim Tao”. The first
part of the form you have to do very slowly. Many

people wonder why this is. Some will think that Wing Chun
is a martial art, which is supposed to be quick and powerful.
There are other people who will think the opposite, that
this is Qigong training that will help to make you powerful,
particularly your one-inch punch.

Actually you can say that both ways of thinking are
right, but they do not cover the point of the training 100%.

This slow training will bring you quick and powerful
attacks and also develop your Qi, but these are just the
branches and not the trunk of the tree, so they are not the
purpose of the tree.

As the Dao De Jing says “Everything comes from
nothing and nothing comes from something.” When we
perform Siu Lim Tao, we do not move our feet or legs from
the start, until we finish. We move so slowly, that there is
almost no movement. From Tan Sau to Wu Sau to Fuk Sau,
these are very slow movements, so slow that you cannot
even see them move.

I remember a few years ago at one of the Wing
Chun residential courses, Darryl Moy led the group doing
Siu Lim Tao. He did it very slowly and the total time was
over 2 hours. Most of the people found this very hard to
stand and this was a new experience for them. During the
residential course we usually do one hour and in classes we
do 5 to 15 minutes, because we are limited for time. I think
half an hour to one hour to train Siu Lim Tao is the best

Laozi’s Dao De Jing mentions how the
world was created and also how things work.
Wing Chun Kuen was created from nothing and
from Wing Chun Kuen many Wing Chun skills
have been created. Then these Wing Chun skills
will go back to nothing. This is how nature works
you were born from nothing, then you do a lot of
things in this world, finally you die and go back
to nothing.

Siu Lim Tao
- Stillness
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time because I do not want to practise
only once a day. You should practise
everyday, so the best thing is if you can
do the same length of time every single
day. This will get you the best results.
Also training for too long will make your
leg muscles very stiff and maybe you
will not be able to train the next day.

This is not good. You need to keep training constantly.
But, coming back to the slow movements of Siu

Lim Tao, we should treat this as if we are standing forever,
and that we are not there. Then there will be nothing in
your mind and then you will go back to nature. Nature
is the best teacher and our best friend to help us
understand and solve all our problems.

If we do the form slowly we will build up our
patience. Patience is the key to success. Noone will be successful
without patience. It is the same in self-defence, fighting is
fast, but if you cannot be
patient, then you will
make a lot of mistakes.
Patience creates a calm
mind; a calm mind creates
the Qi flow. Qi flow creates
healing and healing
creates health. Health
creates strength and
strength creates power-
both physical and mental.

Today most of the
martial arts we see only
concentrate on teaching
fighting skill and neglect
the spiritual side. In all
traditional martial arts the
first lesson you learn from
the teacher should be
about the morals of
martial arts. Martial arts
are not for fighting they
are for health. Good
health comes first and self-
defence comes second.
Also, self-defence does not

mean attacking and bullying people. A good, traditional,
Chinese martial artist is very gentle and has a high sense of

morality. “Using force can only control people for a moment.
Using compassion can win people’s hearts forever.”

Therefore, even those people studying martial arts in
China do not use them to bully other people. They treat them
as health exercises first. Then when you are healthy, you can
use them for self-defence, to protect yourself, your family and
your country.

Siu Lim Tao is very important for your health. These
slow movements that we do at the beginning tell us that we
are just part of nature and we are not so important. If we can
stand this forever, then nothing is important. That kind of stance
is something, but this something is brought back to nothing.
Since you are nothing it means you are everything and you
will eventually go on forever. Your Qi and your skill will reach
a high level.

When you study Wing Chun Kuen, you should know
this. When you start, you begin from nothing. Then you become
something as you practise. When you totally understand the

Wing Chun skill you can apply the principles and when you
have trained physically, you go back to nothing. You become
a high level martial artist and a good healthy person.

Martial arts without morality are like a person without
feelings, a butterfly that cannot fly and a plant that has no
fruits or flowers. Good morals are the essence of martial arts.
If you know how to treat your martial art in the proper way,
you will know how to care about people and you will not use
your skill to bully other people and show off. So a good martial
artist is healthy and has a high level of skill.

You can see the results people get who study martial
arts and only concentrate on fighting. They end up with many
injuries and a lot of pain in the body and some even die at a
young age. Martial art morality is not given to you from your
Sifu, it comes from nature, to save you.

By Michael Tse

Siu Lim Tao
- Stillness

“Health creates
strength and strength
creates power both
physical and mental.”
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The Chinese New Year holiday (Spring Festival) finally
came around at the end of a semester that had lasted
five long months. We completed our marking of the
end of term exams ahead of time and were given
permission to leave a couple of weeks early – which

was nice.
It was starting to get cold and the other foreign teachers

we knew headed for the beaches of Thailand. We, however,
decided to travel in China. Ideally we would find somewhere
peaceful, cheap and warm, relax for a few weeks and then

maybe travel around a bit and see some sights. There are
many things one wouldn’t do in life if one were not a little
naive.

We began our journey in high spirits. A 40 hour sardine
train and 15 hour bus ride full of chickens journey later we
arrived in the middle of Yunnan Province. It was great: it was
warm, the sky was clear and blue, there were mountains and
lakes and within a short time we found a cheap hotel and I
started to throw up. That lasted for three days, but still we
were happy. It was holiday time and off-season Yunnan is cheap.

China Travels

In Search of
Peace

China Travels

In Search of
Peace

Continuing his humorous account of his adventures in China, Peter
tells of his vacation time in China, and finds out that though the country is
very large it is hard to find a nice quite spot to just relax.
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There was also Western food to be had in
the divine shape of chocolate brownies.
It was not that we had really missed
Western food – it was just that, for us,
it came to represent all that was good
about the West - there was even a
sofa to sit on while we ate it/them
(there were several).

The people in Yunnan are
largely a minority people and are a
different kettle of fish to the Han
Chinese that represent the bulk of
China’s population. In fact Han
Chinese tourists stuck out like sore
thumbs, which was a strange feeling
for us who had felt that we had been
‘sticking out’ in Wuhan for the last

five months.
We even had
s e v e r a l
e x p e r i e n c e s
where people
were extremely
helpful and kind and weren’t trying (very hard) to wring
something out of the exchange - it was remarkable. The
atmosphere was calm and sleepy (relative terms). We were in
a different world.

Sadly, it turned out that because we had finished work
early we had beaten the rush. After a few days the place started
to fill up with other foreign teachers that had clearly come
looking for a similar escape. The tourist trail in Yunnan is a
well-trodden one. It was then that we heard about a local
Shaolin temple where foreigners were allowed to stay and do
some training. We decided to give it a go, at least it would be
fairly peaceful – right?

The accommodation was basic, a small room, a candle
and a bed with a duvet that had more in common with mature
Stilton than Scandinavian soft furnishing. We settled in for what
we thought would be several weeks. In the morning, training
from six to eight was an optional self-study period for foreign
inmates. This was when the monastery’s handful of monks did
their Hard Qigong, jabbing their hands into pots of grain or
sand, and hitting bricks and themselves with various bits of
wood. It was the first time that I’d seen Hard Qigong and I
have to say it didn’t much look like fun. We weren’t invited to
join in, however. Our own training with the monks was six
hours a day, three before lunch and three before dinner and
then bed at dusk.

Training consisted of Jiben Gong – basic training and a
basic Chang Quan (long fist) form. I had never done any
Shaolin before so it was an interesting experience. I particularly
enjoyed the basic training; it involved stretching, post postures,
kicking and jumping. The monks were very gymnastic and,

needless to say I didn’t try to emulate them - even now I can
barely do a cartwheel. A high point for me was watching one
of the monks perform ‘drunken fist’.

Most of the monks were quite young, the eldest sixteen
or so. It seemed that the Abbot was strict, which I believe is
common in Shaolin.They certainly seemed to get a regular
share of beatings, although the favourite punishment for
misdemeanours was an hour of Ma Bo – horse stance. I did my
best to behave, although foreigners were generally spared
the rod as they were paying. Even so, at times the exercises
felt as if they were punishment enough.

At the end of a week of training, delicious vegetarian
food, a bout of cleansing diarrhoea and regular doses of a
foul tasting herbal remedy kindly prepared by the Abbot, I
was starting to feel pretty good. The air was also the freshest
we had experienced in China. As for peace, alas, there was
none to be had. Meals were communal, training involved

being bullied around by noisy
monklets overflowing with Qi,
and in the evenings there were
two hours of chanting and gong
bashing. Despite the health
benefits, our time in Wuhan had
taken its toll and we were still
craving some peace and quiet.
After a week, we took some
photos with our old and well
worn Nikon camera, and the
Abbot took some photos of us
with his monster, state of the art
Nikon camera and we took our
leave.

I have since forgotten the short form I learnt, but I still
do parts of the basic training every day, it’s a great warm up.
I also feel that I may have picked up some beginner’s
basic thing about ‘Shen’ (spirit). On the
one occasion when the Abbot
watched our training, he
pointed out the expression in
my eyes, or lack of it. I asked
him if he would show me
what he meant and…
well… I’m sure he got that
camera for a good price.
It was also not the last I
was to hear about Hard
Qigong.

At the end
of four weeks we had
still failed to find a quiet
place and so, tired and
weary, we returned to
our flat in Wuhan just
before the New Year.
The celebrations had
started in earnest with
all manner of fireworks,
fire-crackers, lion
dancing, drums and
crashing cymbals. The
Chinese New Year is,
after all, about noise

by Peter Anderssen

“It seemed that the
Abbot was strict,
which I believe is
common.”
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The answer to the age-old question “Why are we here?” is
actually not so complicated - we are here to learn what it is to be
human, just as a bird is learning to be a bird.

While the soul may be everlasting,
human lifespan, compared to
that of trees, mountains, and

planets, is actually not much greater than
a butterfly’s. In this brief period life itself
teaches many lessons yet most people
miss the subtleties and fail to learn,
consequently becoming doomed to
repeat the same mistakes and trapped
in a cycle of misery. They become
distracted by acquiring material
obsessions (competing with peers etc.),
vying to be ‘top dog’, and continually
perfecting their image, or else simply
becoming ‘stuck’ in the drudgery of
existing (merely to pay the bills), without
any sense of higher purpose. Only when
they become really sick do most begin
to appreciate the things which matter,
i.e. health and family.

We exist between heaven and
earth; attracted to both. This is our
place within the cosmos. (Our bodies
do not fare well in outer space.) Our
physical being is connected to the
earth, which keeps us ‘grounded and
‘down-to-earth’ rational. Our spirit
(consciousness and higher brain
functioning) connects with the heavens
and stars. Our ‘heart’ connects with our
humanity, i.e. compassion, generosity,
empathy, morality etc. A ‘real’ person is
a whole person, with all three of these
dimensions developed equally.

Many people attracted to the
superficial have a misguided ‘fanatic’
admiration for celebrities and those with
great wealth, convinced that they lead
comparatively more interesting lives, and
forgive their idols when they behave
egregiously in public, and even break the
law. A ‘real’ person is more concerned
with a person’s true nature.

Certain parents relive failed
childhoods vicariously through their
children, forcing them into beauty
pageants and sporting events (and even
cheat in order for their child to win!). In
U.S. one father beat another to death
at his son’s hockey match!

A real person forms his own
opinions by listening to, and following,
his heart. He will stand by his convictions
and not compromise his principles, and
he is not afraid to speak his mind (or
stand alone). He can endure criticism and
differing opinions but does not seek to

impose his beliefs or will on anyone else.
As such he would not become a religious
zealot or someone else’s puppet,
manipulated to take other’s lives as well
as his own. A real person does not play
roles, and therefore, is neither a victim
nor victimiser.

Responsibility is key to becoming
a ‘real person’. This means honouring
commitments (personal, work, and
financial), and being dependable,
keeping promises etc. Blaming others for
your own mistakes and manufacturing
excuses is not ‘real’. Responsibility means
taking accountability of your own life (not

depending on others including
psychologists or ‘psychics’ to make

decisions for you), and doing your
own ‘work’ (not

relying on
healers to heal
you, or
s p i r i t u a l
leaders to

save your

soul or enlighten you).
A real person does not

complain endlessly about his/her
situation to anyone who will listen. He
either accepts his fate or acts decisively
to change his situation.

Responsibility is paramount when
bringing other lives into this world.
Abandonment of an infant is morally
reprehensible, and callous. As this
spreads unhappiness the reckless person
will also find deep happiness within

himself elusive, no matter how hard he
seeks it outside.

A ‘real’ person will face the truth
and not escape reality through alcohol
or drug abuse. Qi relates to feeling, and
substances only numb the ability to really
‘feel’. Those who are insensitive to others
(wholly self-absorbed and selfish), are
not real people, and they too fail to
understand why they never seem to find
happiness.

Those who smile to your face and
slander you behind your back are not
‘real’. The same goes for those who
manipulate others by fabricating lies and
sowing discord to jockey for positions of
power. Some people cannot be
affirmative (saying “No” or knowing what
they really want) and so they send
confusing signals or purposely waste
others’ time and cause distress and
anxiety. Though ‘time-wasters’ do not
intentionally set out to cause harm they
are not ‘real’ either. A real person thinks
and acts clearly, automatically treating
others as he would expect to be treated,
respecting others’ feelings, their time,

their privacy etc. and above all,
is loyal and trustworthy.

Faults and
personality quirks
become exacerbated
as we become older so
we need to constantly

improve ourselves, much
like a polishing a precious stone.

As we train the physical body to be
healthier, and practice meditation to
develop consciousness, and become
calmer and wiser, we too must work
towards being kinder and more
benevolent. When we become a ‘real
person’ we can develop our potential and
then happiness will find us!

by Adam Wallace.
adam@qimagaz ine .c om

Becoming a Real PersonBecoming a Real Person

Those who smile to your
face and slander you
behind your back are not
‘real’.

Those who smile to your
face and slander you
behind your back are not
‘real’.
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Feng Shui

Once a friend of mine came to visit me. He was usually
very open and straight forward. That day he wore dark
coloured clothing and a hat. I knew from this that he had

a problem. After awhile, he told me that one of his relatives
had passed away, one who was very close to him.

What colour people wear tells their attitude and emotions
ad even their luck. So we should know about colours before we
begin to communicate with others. It will save some conflict.

Everybody loves colours because
they bring different energy to everybody.
They are important and so it is good to
know more about them.

Colours for the House

Rat: Blue, white, grey, green
Ox: Yellow, brown, orange, pink, red
Tiger: Green, blue, red, orange, pink
Rabbit: Green, blue, red, orange, pink
Dragon: Yellow, brown, white, orange, pink, red
Snake: Red, pink, orange, green, yellow
Horse: Red, pink, orange, green, yellow
Goat: Yellow, brown, white, orange, pink, red
Monkey: Gold, silver, white, brown, yellow, blue
Rooster: Gold, silver, white, brown, yellow, blue
Dog: Yellow, brown, white, orange, pink, red
Pig: Blue, white, grey, green

We can also relate colours to the year of our horoscope. In
the Chinese horoscope, we have twelve animals that correspond to
the twelve lunar months. Sometimes, if you have a birthday near
the end of January or early February, then your birthday will fall in
the previous Western calendar year.

Once you know your colour, you can use
then for dressing or for adding some touches
to your home

By Michael Tse

The colours below mean the following:-

Green: Relaxing, open-minded
Orange: Happy, imaginative, lovely attitude
Red: Excited, forward, think more of self than others
Pink: Emotional, needs love and likes feeling
Yellow: Lift up the spirit, like communication, in a good mood
Chocolate: Solid, strong, stay away from others
Royal blue: Happy, peaceful, calm and elegant
Dark blue : Likes organising things, conservative, military
Black: Secretive, strong in the mind, like themselves
Grey: Close up themselves, simple life and spiritual
White: Pure, innocent clear and sincere
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